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Doubleday, New York, London, Toronto, Sydney & Auckland, 2002. Hardcover. Condition: New. Dust
Jacket Condition: New. 1st Edition. NEW hardcover, stated 1st edition w/ full no. line showing 1st
printing, new mylar-protected jacket w/ new edges & corners w/ interior flyleaf corners neatly &
uniformly clipped 0.25" on the diagonal, new black paper-over-boards cover w/ new edges &
corners & titles gold-stamped on spine, immaculate smooth-cut text-block exterior, new sewn
binding w/ tight signatures & green-white-checked cloth bands at spine caps, impeccable cream-
white front & back end-papers on heavy stock, pristine interior handsomely printed on excellent
unblemished paper * 7.50" x 9.50" x 1.76", 1.42 kg, viii+806 (814) pp. * Introduction (vii), Notes (731),
Select Bibliography (761), Picture Credits (768), Index (769) * In this brilliant, beautifully written
chronicle of the faith that changed the world, Brian Moynahan recreates 2,000 years of change &
challenge w/ journalistic immediacy & scholarly precision. Unprecedented in both scope & depth,
'The Faith' presents the watershed events & people (saints, heretics, inquisitors, mystics, soldiers,
popes & politicians) through which Christianity & the course of secular history have evolved. It
portrays the power & beauty of a faith that has endured for so long &...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and never di icult to understand. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Natalie Abbott-- Natalie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I
am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- Rene Olson-- Rene Olson
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